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A new upgrade of the Translation, Confinement, and Sustainment (TCS) device, TCSU, has been built to
form and sustain high temperature compact toroids (CT), known as Field Reversed Configurations, using
Rotating Magnetic Fields (RMF). In TCS the plasma temperature was limited to several 10s of eV due to
high impurity content. These impurities are greatly reduced in TCSU by using advanced plasma chamber
and helium glow discharge cleaning. Reducing impurity radiation, when coupled with reduced overall
recycling, enabled the plasma to enter into a new, collisionless regime with temperatures well over
200 eV, substantially exceeding the radiation barrier. This is a first for CTs at low input power density.
This was achieved using the simple even-parity RMF drive (despite transient opening of field lines by
the RMF) because the associated energy loss is sheath-limited, coupled with the low edge density result-
ing from the RMF pinch effect.

� 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

A field-reversed configuration (FRC) [1] is a subclass of compact
toroids (CT), which have singly connected magnetic geometry
without toroidal field coils and center column. Moreover, FRCs
have zero, or very small self-generated toroidal fields and conse-
quently very high b (ratio of plasma to magnetic pressure,
approaching 100%), coupled with a natural, linear, unrestricted
magnetic divertor, thus offering an unusual potential for an eco-
nomic fusion reactor. In addition, it can be used for disruption mit-
igation and fuelling for other types of magnetic fusion reactors. It
also offers an attractive option for advanced space propulsion,
and is relevant to astrophysical jets and coronal mass ejections.

FRCs have been produced by various techniques such as field-
reversed h-pinch, coaxial slow source [2], and merging spheromaks
with opposite helicities [3]. The Translation, Confinement, and Sus-
tainment (TCS) device demonstrated the formation and steady-
state sustainment of FRCs over 50 normal flux decay times, using
rotating magnetic fields (RMF) [4], which also provided complete
FRC stability [5]. However, in TCS the plasma was radiation domi-
nated with the temperature limited to several 10s of eV due to high
impurity content. A new TCS-upgrade device (TCSU) [6] has now
been built with a bakeable, ultra-high vacuum chamber, and ad-
vanced wall conditioning capabilities. Impurities are greatly re-
duced in TCSU, allowing much higher temperatures for a given
ll rights reserved.
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RMF field and input power. The higher temperature achieved in
TCSU, coupled with reduced global hydrogenic recycling, enabled
the plasma to enter into a new high-confinement, collisionless
FRC state with a dramatic improvement in current drive. The pres-
ent paper, which reports on these advances, is organized as fol-
lows. The most basic aspects of the FRC formation and
sustainment using RMF are described in Section 2, where effects
of plasma flow for driving current throughout are also discussed.
A rough estimation of impurity content in TCSU from impurity
doping experiments is presented in Section 3, where comparisons
of radiative losses are also made between TCS and TCSU. Overall
properties of the newly achieved high temperature FRCs in TCSU
are presented in Section 4. Power losses due to open field line con-
vection are examined in Section 5 using a one-dimensional,
sheath-limited, model. Finally, a summary and conclusions are gi-
ven in Section 6.

2. Principle of FRC formation and sustainment using RMF

Fig. 1 illustrates the most basic aspects of the RMF current drive
process. The rotating magnetic fields are generated by driving the
currents in the vertical and horizontal antennas 90� out of phase.
The RMF frequency x must be higher than the ion cyclotron fre-
quency xci ¼ eBx=mi, where Bx is the RMF vacuum field, but much
lower than the electron cyclotron frequency xce ¼ eBx=me, i.e.,
xci < x� xce, in order for electrons, but not ions, to follow RMF
rotation. The RMF torque on the electrons is equal to [7]

TRMF ¼ ð2pr2
s B2

x=loÞ‘af ðfÞ; ð1Þ
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Fig. 2. Schematic of TCSU device.
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where rs is the separatrix radius, Bx the RMF vacuum field, and ‘a is
the RMF antenna length. f(f) is a function of the ratio of average
electron rotation frequency to RMF frequency, f � hxei=x ¼

2Be=lo
1
2hneiexr2

s
, where Be is the maximum sustained poloidal field. To gener-

ate the poloidal magnetic flux, the applied RMF torque TRMF must
exceed the resistive torque due to electron–ion collisions,

Tg ¼
1
2
pe2hn2

exeg?ir4
s ‘s; ð2Þ

where g\ is the cross-field resistivity and ‘s is the FRC length. The
poloidal flux changes according to:

dup

dt
¼ 2

neer2
s ‘s
ðTRMF � TgÞ: ð3Þ

In steady-state, the applied RMF torque is balanced by the resistive
torque, and the ratio of the maximum possible sustained poloidal
magnetic field to the applied RMF vacuum field,

Be

Bx
/

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
xr2

s f
g?

s
: ð4Þ

Since the RMF usually does not fully penetrate the FRC, typically
only to the magnetic axis, R ¼ rs=

ffiffiffi
2
p

, an inward flow has to be dri-
ven to sustain the current on the inner field lines. This can be seen
by a simple Ohm’s law

Eh ¼ g?jh þ h�~vez
~Bri þ vrBz � vzBr: ð5Þ

The bracketed term is the RMF drive force due to oscillating ax-
ial electron motion in phase with the radial part of the RMF. On the
outer flux surfaces this must be strong enough to not only over-
come the negative resistive term, but also drive an inward radial
flow to sustain the current on the inner field lines (where the axial
field Bz is negative), thus allowing Eh to be uniformly zero. It has
been observed that the FRC can be sustained far beyond the RMF
antenna. Outside the antenna at the ends, again the RMF drive is
not available, and thus the current must be maintained by the stea-
dy axial flow, coupled with the Br field, which is naturally present
at the FRC ends.

3. Impurity content in TCSU

A schematic of the TCSU facility is shown in Fig. 2. TCSU is a
highly-modified version of TCS with an entirely new translation
and confinement section, which is bakeable and built to ultra-high
vacuum (UHV) specifications with integral glow discharge cleaning
(GDC) system and provisions for titanium gettering and siliconiza-
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Fig. 1. Illustration of RMF current drive process for an FRC.
tion wall conditioning. As in TCS, FRCs can be produced either by
rotating magnetic fields, or by expanding and translating high-b
energetic plasmoids formed by the LSX (Large s Experiment)/mod
h-pinch into the confinement and RMF drive chamber.

As expected, impurity radiation is greatly reduced in TCSU by
using a bakeable, ultra-high vacuum chamber and routine helium
(He) glow discharge cleaning (GDC). Fig. 3 compares the total radi-
ation measured by the bolometer between TCSU and TCS under
similar RMF operating conditions. As can be seen, the FRCs in
TCS were clearly radiation dominated. In contrast, the FRCs in TCSU
exhibit much lower radiative losses, with a radiation fraction, Prad/
Pin � 1/3. He GDC also reduces global recycling levels, greatly facil-
itating density control.

To estimate impurity content in TCSU, we carried out a series of
experiments where our usual operating gas, deuterium, was doped
with small percentages of impurity gas, so that the background
plasma conditions are not significantly affected. In this case, the
intrinsic impurity content can be estimated by comparing the
changes in the impurity line radiations with and without doping.

The experiments were performed using a standard operating
condition (in 100% D2 fill gas). The gasses used for doping were
CD4, CO2, SiH4, N2O, and N2, and the atomic impurity concentration
ranged from �0.25% to upwards of 4% for most fill gasses. SiH4 was
limited to �0.125% to �0.5% range due to the danger of high con-
centrations of Silane in our vacuum system. During the experi-
ments we had 3 monochromators set to monitor C III, O III, and
Si III. We were also able to monitor a N III line that was very near
the Si III line. In addition, we were able to use a multi-channel ICCD
spectrometer to get some axial resolution as well as to monitor
other impurities and confirm our monochromator measurements.

Analysis of the data shows that during the steady-state period
the concentration of silicon is approximately 0.3%, oxygen is
approximately 3%, and carbon is inferred to be approximately
0.5% from both CD4 and CO2 doping. The N2O doping experiments
did not yield useful results due to drastic performance degradation
with introduction of more than 0.1% atomic nitrogen (confirmed by
N2 doping).
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Fig. 3. Comparison of radiative losses between TCS and TCSU.
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Fig. 4. Time traces for two FRCs formed in TCS and TCSU with the same RMF field
strengths and similar frequencies: 114 kHz for TCS, and 117 kHz for TCSU.
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Fig. 5. Convective power losses estimated from a simple sheath-limited model for
typical plasma conditions in TCS and TCSU.
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4. Global behavior of high temperature FRCs in TCSU

Fig. 4 shows the global properties of two comparable FRCs
achieved in TCSU and TCS. Both discharges have similar RMF field
strength, Bx, and similar RMF frequencies with f = x/
(2p) = 117 kHz for TCSU, and 114 kHz for TCS. As can be seen, the
radiated power Prad is significantly reduced in TCSU, compared to
TCS. Consequently, the total temperature (Tt = Ti + Te) shows more
than a five-fold increase in TCSU. Tt is derived from radial pressure
balance accounting for the RMF Bh contribution, i.e., p � ðB2

e þ 1
2 B2

h Þ=
2lo ¼ nmkTt , with Bh ¼ 2Bx and nm ¼ hnei=b. It is truly remarkable
that f, a measure of current drive efficiency, approaches and stays
close to unity throughout the entire discharge. Consequently,
much higher poloidal field, Be, is sustained in TCSU, as predicted
by Eq. (4).

Such a high-f FRC state exhibits the following key features [8]:
(1) dramatic improvement in current drive efficiency with f
approaching 100% for the first time in TCSU; (2) up to three-fold in-
crease in global energy confinement time; and (3) significant
reduction in transport rates, accompanied by a striking transition
from a Bohm-like transport to a LHD-like transport. For a given
mass, the LHD-type transport rates, DLHD / q�2 DBohm, where
q� = qi/rs is the normalized ion Larmor radius. This scaling is even
better than gyro-Bohm, DgB / q�DBohm, and as such is very favor-
able for next step FRC development.

5. Convective power losses

As shown by detailed measurements from a triple Langmuir
probe in TCS [9], the electron temperature of the RMF formed
and sustained FRCs exhibits a nearly flat radial profile throughout.
However, the particles are well confined with the density at the
separatrix, ns, only about 0.2 nm, where nm is the peak density. This
is, at least in part, attributed to the intrinsic inward flow driven by
the RMF, as described in Section 2. The density falls rapidly outside
the separatrix in the scrape-off layer (SOL) with a decay length,
kn � 0.02 m.

Parallel energy transport along the field lines in the SOL is lar-
gely determined by classical conduction and convection. Due to
short connection length, Lc �½‘FRC, i.e., the half length of the
FRC, the SOL plasma for an FRC is usually in the so-called
‘sheath-limited’ regime [10], which is characterized as

m�r � Lc=kr < 10; r 2 e; i; ð6Þ

where kr is the Coulomb collision mean free path with
k(m) = ki � ke � 2 � 1015 Tt(eV)2/ne(m�3) for Ti = Te. In this regime,
the open field line plasma is essentially isothermal along B, the en-
ergy losses are convective, and thermal conduction is small. Thus,
energy loss is governed by the heat transmission properties of the
sheath at the boundary, i.e., the divertor target plates, i.e.,

qsh ¼
1
4

nsCskTtcsh; ð7Þ

where the ion sound speed Cs ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kTt=mi

p
, and the sheath heat

transmission factor, csh � 8, includes both ion and electron contri-
butions. Thus, the total power loss, due to convective energy flow
along field lines to divertors at both ends, is

Pconv ¼ 2
Z

qsh2prdr � 4prsknqsh: ð8Þ

Taking into account radial pressure balance, i.e., nmkTt � Be
2/2lo, the

loss power can be expressed as

Pconv ¼
prskncshB2

e

2lo

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kTt

mi

s
ns

nm

� �
: ð9Þ

Fig. 5 plots the calculated convective loss power, Pconv, as a func-
tion of total input power from RMF, Pin, for typical FRCs in TCS and
TCSU. As can be seen, Pconv approaches �50% Pin, in TCSU, signifi-
cantly higher than in TCS. Thus, it is essential to minimize power
loss through field line opening by using odd-parity RMF current
drive [11,12] for further improvement in FRC performance.

6. Summary

Improvements in the vacuum quality and glow discharge clean-
ing in TCSU have led to great reductions in impurity content. Ded-
icated impurity doping experiments with CO2, CD4 and SiH4

showed that oxygen is the dominant impurity present in TCSU,
�3%. Reduced impurity radiation, coupled with reduced recycling
losses result in dramatic increases in temperature, from 10s of
eV to well over 200 eV, and significant improvement in current
drive efficiency with f approaching 100%. This was achieved using
the simple even-parity RMF drive, despite instantaneous opening
of field lines by the RMF. This is because the associated energy loss
is sheath-limited, coupled with the low edge density resulting
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from the RMF pinch effect. Further improvements may be achieved
by advanced wall conditioning such as Ti gettering to minimize
impurity radiation, and using odd-parity RMF current drive to re-
duce open field line losses.
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